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To be recognized by our commercial and

government clients as the leading provider

of compliant, economically viable waste

management solutions for unique, complex

waste streams. We will gain this position

with our clients by being flexible in our

approach and through the application 

of new and existing technologies at 

our permitted/licensed sites or at 

our clients’ sites. We will strive to 

always meet the needs of our clients,

while performing work in a safe,

environmentally sound manner.

Perma-Fix Environmental Services, Inc. is a national environmental technology company, providing unique mixed

waste and industrial waste management services. The Company has increased its focus on the nuclear services

segment, which provides radioactive and mixed waste treatment services to hospitals, research laboratories and

institutions, numerous federal agencies including the Departments of Energy and Defense and nuclear utilities. The

industrial services segment provides hazardous and non-hazardous waste treatment services for a diverse group of

customers including Fortune 500 companies, numerous federal, state and local agencies and thousands of smaller

clients. The Company operates nine major waste treatment facilities across the country, supported by numerous

satellite offices, a government services group and a large technical staff.

CORPORATE PROFILE



(Amounts in Thousands, Except for Share Amounts) 2002 2001 2000 1999 1998

YEAR END

Net Revenues $ 83,404 $74,492 $59,139 $46,464 $30,551

Gross Profit 24,349 22,050 15,790 13,223 7,909

EBITDA 10,684 10,035 5,464 4,894 2,640

Operating Income 6,440 5,419 1,813 2,116 531

Total Assets 105,825 99,137 72,771 54,644 28,748

Stockholders’ Equity 44,585 41,841 22,020 19,819 15,953
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TO OUR SHAREHOLDERS:
I am pleased to report that for a sixth consecutive year, Perma-Fix
Environmental Services increased its revenue, to an all- time
record high of $83.4 million, a 12% increase over 2001. Our
nuclear services segment grew 46% and our industrial services
segment began treating waste utilizing our revolutionary Bio-Fix
process. In addition, we increased our operating income 19%,
enabling us to return to profitability—generating $2.2 million in
net income. We also strengthened our balance sheet in 2002,
by improving our working capital, reducing our debt, and
increasing our shareholders’ equity.

We achieved these results despite some major challenges. The
downturn in the economy had a major impact on our industrial
customers who scaled back on production and generated less
waste. However, we have since refocused our sales efforts on
more complex waste streams, which contributed to the 23%
increase in our industrial services segment revenues during the
first quarter of 2003.

Second, faced with the ongoing war on terrorism, our govern-
ment clients delayed shipments to address a number of security
concerns, including the transportation of nuclear materials during
elevated security levels.

Lastly, we realized limited returns on the corporate resources
invested in the Bio-Fix process at our Dayton facility, as the sys-
tem did not reach full throughput until the last quarter of the year.

INDUSTRIAL WASTE MANAGEMENT

Our new Bio-Fix process represents an important growth oppor-
tunity for our industrial business. In June of 2002, we completed
the construction of the Bio-Fix process at our Dayton facility and
began accepting commercial wastewater for treatment.

The Bio-Fix process is a new technology that we developed uti-
lizing our current biological treatment process in conjunction with
several proprietary chemical pretreatment processes. The Bio-Fix
process is designed to treat heavily contaminated wastewater
streams, such as waste oils, phenols, and “lean” waters. The
Bio-Fix process enables us to treat these wastes in a more envi-
ronmentally sound manner and at more competitive prices than
traditional methods. Furthermore, the Bio-Fix process enables our
facilities to meet the EPA’s new centralized treatment standards
that become effective in December of 2003, providing us with
another potential advantage over our competitors.

We also won a sizeable contract with the Army to utilize the
Bio-Fix process, and a modification of the Perma-Fix II process,
to treat secondary waste containing complex organics from the
chemical weapons program, and convert them into harmless
carbon dioxide, water, and salts. With our new technologies and
treatment processes in place, we were awarded this opportunity
and anticipate similar opportunities in the future.

We are well positioned as the only company

with the licenses, technologies, and necessary

experience to treat a wide range of

difficult mixed waste streams. 



NUCLEAR WASTE MANAGEMENT

While we have ramped up rapidly, there have been two chal-
lenges to overcome. First, it has taken time for the Department of
Energy (DOE) to finalize their procedures for transporting waste to
our facilities. Although the waste is now being shipped, the flow
to our facilities has been irregular. We are working with the DOE
to better schedule their shipments throughout their fiscal year,
which will allow us to operate more efficiently.

The second challenge has been establishing specific processes
for handling and treating the varied types of mixed waste the
Department of Energy has in storage. DOE mixed waste contains
a wide variety of hazardous substances that require unique treat-
ment processes. As a result, we have had a backlog of waste in
our facilities, while waiting for new treatment processes to come
online. We now have treatment processes for many of the relevant
mixed waste streams. For example, this year we became the first
company to treat radioactive materials that are also contami-
nated with mercury.

We are well positioned as the only company with the licenses,
technologies, and necessary experience to treat virtually all of
these difficult mixed waste streams. We experienced a 46%
increase in our mixed waste business in 2002, and we expect
continued growth as we refine our processes, improve our effi-
ciency, and accept more waste streams.

CONCLUSION

In 2002, we developed new treatment processes while growing
revenue and returning to profitability. We have now increased
shareholders’ equity for five straight years, despite an extremely
challenging market. Through our strategic planning process, we
are now refocusing our efforts to accelerate growth and prof-
itability in all segments by leveraging and applying our core
competences to projects performed at our fixed based facilities
and on our clients’ site.

I would like to extend my appreciation to our outstanding
employees for their continued hard work and dedication. It is
through their efforts that we have performed so well and accom-
plished so much.

During 2003, we have assembled an enhanced team and
unmatched technologies to capitalize on a large market for our
services. Furthermore, the competitive barriers to entry are nearly
insurmountable. As a result, I am more enthusiastic now, than
ever, about the future of our business.

Sincerely,

Dr. Louis F. Centofanti
Chairman, President and Chief Executive Officer
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The Perma-Fix knowledge and experience in the application of

existing and new technologies to treat unique, complex waste

streams is one of our greatest strengths. Some of the technologies

we employ include chemical neutralization, precipitation, oxida-

tion, macro and micro encapsulation, thermal desorption, and the

latest addition to our tool box, biological treatment. With these

“tools” we have been able to solve numerous complex waste

management issues for our commercial and government clients.

For example, since the 1950s, mercury has been widely used

throughout the Department of Energy (DOE). DOE estimates their

inventory to be more than 50,000 cubic meters of radioactive

wastes co-contaminated with mercury. Perma-Fix has imple-

mented treatment solutions based upon available technologies to

address these problematic wastes.

* For lower levels of mercury contamination, the Perma-Fix I

stabilization process is used for treating soluble mercury.

This process chemically reduces the mercury to an insoluble

form, which is then solidified into a compliant waste form

appropriate for safe disposal as a non-hazardous solid waste.

* Using a batch mixing system together with a new propri-

etary process, we have developed a treatment method for

soils contaminated with high levels of mercury under the EPA’s

alternative treatment standards.

* Perma-Fix in conjunction with our technology partner, ADA

Technologies, has developed, tested and installed a

process that features direct amalgamation/stabilization of

elemental mercury.

* EPA regulations mandate incineration and retorting technology-

based treatment of DOE waste (non-soils) containing high

mercury levels. In 2003, Perma-Fix plans to demonstrate

and qualify its existing vacuum thermal desorber as a

mercury retort system for non-soil materials containing high

levels of mercury.

Another example of solutions that Perma-Fix developed for DOE

waste is the treatment of uranium and thorium metal chips. The

Oak Ridge National Laboratory was given the charter by the DOE

to conduct a nationwide procurement to treat approximately

190,000 kg of such metallic wastes stored at 26 locations

throughout the DOE complex. In addition to being highly reactive

(pyrophoric), some of the metal chips were also contaminated

with PCB’s, RCRA metals, and/or organics. Perma-Fix developed

a multi-step process for separating the uranium and thorium

TECHNOLOGY
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metal chips from these various contaminants and then inerting,

solidifying, and stabilizing the chips into a waste form acceptable

for disposal. Perma-Fix also developed receiving, inspection, and

handling procedures to ensure that the material would be trans-

ported and handled safely. After an extensive technical review

and evaluation of all the proposals received, the Oak Ridge

National Laboratory’s managing contractor, UT-Battelle, issued

Perma-Fix a task-order-based Basic Ordering Agreement that

could be used by all of the Department’s sites for the transporta-

tion, treatment and disposal of these metallic wastes. The task-

order is contingent upon completing a first article test program of

450 kg of various types of these materials. We are nearing suc-

cessful completion of this first article test and are preparing for

receipt of materials from several sites.

As this example demonstrates, the treatment of mixed waste is a

very complex process involving multiple steps and processes to

address all the different material types and combinations of

radioactive and hazardous contaminants.

Another example of our ability to develop innovative solutions 

is the approach developed by Perma-Fix for the Department 

of Defense to treat liquids contaminated with complex organic

compounds. This new approach involves the use of a chemical

pretreatment of the complex organic compounds to make them

amenable for treatment in our biological system at our Dayton,

Ohio facility. This combined chemical and biological treatment

process is unique to Perma-Fix and produces water that can be

released to a local publicly owned treatment works (POTW). Our

chemical know-how complements and enhances the biological

treatment process, which in itself is a new, emerging technology

for the treatment of industrial wastewater. We have proposed to

use variations of our combined chemical and biological treat-

ment process to treat other complex, organic waste streams for

other Department of Defense projects. In addition, some of the

technologies developed for mixed waste processing may also be

utilized to treat hazardous waste for the Department of Defense.

Our expertise in the application of existing technologies com-

bined with our chemical know-how enables Perma-Fix to

develop innovative solutions for complex waste problems that

are cost-effective and environmentally sound for our clients while

being safe for the public and our workers.

Nuclear Revenue
(in millions)

’02’01’00

42

29

$12

Through our expertise, we have the ability 

to develop innovative solutions to complex 

waste problems.
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While technology is an important element in developing waste

management solutions, compliance with federal, state and local

laws and regulations is also a major factor. Paramount to the

regulations is the requirement that facilities and processes be

licensed and/or permitted to perform the work. Perma-Fix main-

tains nine facilities that are permitted under Resource Conserva-

tion and Recovery Act of 1976 regulations, three of which are

also licensed under Nuclear Regulatory Commission regulations.

Our broad-based licenses and permits and our ability to use

facilities in combination, provide our clients with the greatest

degree of flexibility for processing their waste. The compliance

and operations staff within our nuclear and industrial segments

reviews the clients’ waste profiles to ensure compliance with our

permits, ensure the safety of our workers and facilities, and to

identify any potential permit modifications that would allow us to

expand our services. For major plant expansions and renewals,

our staff is supplemented with personnel from our engineering

firm, SYA, who is nationally known for its permitting experience

and capabilities.

The comprehensive compliance review of the clients’ waste pro-

files also protects Perma-Fix and its permits, licenses, and facilities

by ensuring that we have identified all of the hazardous charac-

teristics of the waste before it is brought into our facilities.

We combine our technical abilities with an in-depth understanding

of environmental regulations to provide our clients with innovative,

cost-effective solutions to their waste management problems. The

compliance and operations personnel from our nuclear and

industrial segments are experts in the federal, state and local

laws and regulations covering the handling, transportation, treat-

ment and disposal of hazardous, low-level radioactive, and

mixed wastes.

COMPLIANCE



Perma-Fix Environmental Services is dedicated to providing

value to our clients in every service offered by the Company. In

our quest to bring value to our clients, we first evaluate their indi-

vidual waste streams and needs and then develop custom solu-

tions based upon their criteria. This requires our Company to be

technologically capable, knowledgeable and adaptable to all

of the federal, state, and local environmental laws.

While all of our clients value cost-effective solutions, we are also

seeing more clients that are environmentally conscious and value

solutions with the minimum impact on the environment, even if

they are more costly. These “green” clients are looking for alter-

natives to traditional treatment methods, such as incineration,

that release greenhouse gases and provide no other benefits

such as energy recovery. The Department of Defense is an exam-

ple of a client that is looking for alternative solutions which are

more acceptable to the general public.

Many of our clients are becoming more risk-conscious and are

only contracting with well-established, stable, and reputable

organizations. The generator of the waste is, by regulation, fully

responsible for the appropriate handling and disposal of their

waste, all the way through its final disposition. Therefore, our

clients value the risk reduction that results from our many years of

experience, technical ability and regulatory expertise, which we

apply to every waste stream we process.

We have continued to pursue clients that value the safe perform-

ance of the work. The Department of Energy and their prime

contractors are examples of clients that require superior safety

performance. Very simply put, an organization must have a

safety record that is superior to their industry standard (as meas-

ured by an experience modification rate for workers’ compensa-

tion insurance less than 1.0) in order to qualify to do work for

the government.

Perma-Fix has positioned itself to provide value to our clients in all

of these areas. Our technical experience and capabilities pro-

vide cost-effective solutions that minimize the impact to the envi-

ronment. Our facilities have broad-based permits and licenses

that allow us flexibility in the waste treatment processes that we

can provide. In conclusion, our facility management ensures

compliance with environmental laws and regulations, while per-

forming work safely and with minimal risk to the generator.
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Through the skill, dedication and work of our management and

staff, Perma-Fix attained a number of milestones and major accom-

plishments during 2002:

* The M&EC facility completed its first full year of operations,

processing over 555,000 kg of mixed waste.

* The nuclear services segment developed and placed into

operation new treatment processes for radioactive materials

contaminated with mercury.

* The Dayton facility placed into operation the new Bio-Fix pro-

cess for the environmentally sound treatment of wastewater.

* The industrial services segment developed chemical pre-

treatment processes to enhance the applicability of the Bio-Fix

process to complex organic compounds, which resulted in a

major contract from the Army.

* The nuclear services segment developed and placed into

operation new techniques and processes for the treatment of

uranium and thorium metal chips, which enabled Perma-Fix

to win a system-wide Basic Ordering Agreement from the

Department of Energy.

* For the fourth consecutive year, the Company improved its

safety performance as measured by its Experience Modifica-

tion Rate for workers’ compensation insurance.

* The Company returned to profitability, generating $2.2 mil-

lion in net income.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS

































































































































































































EXECUTIVE OFFICES

1940 N.W. 67th Place
Gainesville, Florida 32653
Telephone: (352) 373-4200
Fax: (352) 373-0040

6075 Roswell Road, Suite 602
Atlanta, Georgia 30328
Telephone: (404) 847-9990
Fax: (404) 847-9977

TRANSFER AGENTS AND REGISTRARS

Continental Stock Transfer & Trust Company
17 Battery Place
New York, New York 10004

INDEPENDENT CERTIFIED 
PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS

BDO Seidman, LLP
233 N. Michigan Avenue
Suite 2500
Chicago, Illinois 60601

ANNUAL MEETING

The Company has scheduled its Annual Meeting for Tuesday, July 29,
2003. The meeting will be held at the offices of Perma-Fix Environmental
Services, Inc., 1940 N.W. 67th Place, Gainesville, Florida 32653, 
at 1:00 p.m. (EDST).

STOCK LISTING

The common stock of Perma-Fix Environmental Services, Inc. is listed on
Nasdaq� where it is traded under the ticker symbol PESI.

The common stock of Perma-Fix Environmental Services, Inc. is listed on
the Boston Stock Exchange where it is traded under the ticker symbol PES.

The common stock of Perma-Fix Environmental Services, Inc. is listed 
on the Berlin Stock Exchange where it is traded under the ticker 
symbol PES.BE.

STOCKHOLDER INQUIRIES

Inquiries concerning stockholder records should be addressed to the
Transfer Agent listed above. Comments or questions concerning the
operations of the Company should be addressed to the Secretary,
Perma-Fix Environmental Services, Inc., 1940 N.W. 67th Place,
Gainesville, Florida 32653.
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Certain statements contained in the President’s letter may be deemed forward-looking statements, including but not limited to, growth opportunities from the Bio-Fix
process, anticipation of future government contract opportunities, improved scheduling of DOE shipments throughout the fiscal year, expectation of continued growth and
accelerated growth and profitability in all segments. See “Special Note Regarding Forward-Looking Statements” contained in the Form 10-K that is part of the Annual
Report for discussion of factors which could cause future outcomes to differ materially from those described in the President’s letter.

http://www.curran-connors.com/


Perma-Fix Environmental Services, Inc.

1940 N.W. 67th Place

Gainesville, Florida 32653

Perma-Fix strives to be

the leading provider of

safe, innovative waste

management solutions

for unique, complex

nuclear mixed waste,

industrial waste and

wastewaters.


